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Dear Madam,
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Dear Madam,
Notice of Review 22/00149/REVREF by Mr Hancox
Planning Application 22/02322/FUL (“Planning Application”)
Katrina Lumsdaine and Bruce Farquhar, 2 Avenue Villas, Edinburgh (“Our Clients”)
Application for a Review to the City of Edinburgh Council’s Local Review Body
Executive Summary
Our Clients are “interested parties” in terms of the above Application and objected to the Planning
Application on a number of planning grounds including in relation to adverse impacts on trees
protected by Tree Preservation Order No 157 (“TPO”).
We respectfully consider that the determining issue for the Local Review Body (“LRB”) is whether the
proposed development is likely to damage trees protected by the TPO including those 13 trees
recently replanted following the Tree Replacement Notice served on the Applicant by the Council.
These replanted trees are also subject to the TPO and are statutorily protected. There is
overwhelming evidence that the proposed development will damage the trees protected by the TPO
and no convincing evidence to the contrary has been advanced by the Applicant.
Policy Env 12 is a clear-cut development plan policy which provides that where protected trees are
likely to be damaged, the development will be refused. Therefore, this Application must be refused
and we would respectfully ask that the LRB endorse and uphold the Council Officer’s reason for
refusal and refuse planning permission accordingly.
This is the only conclusion consistent with the wider planning policy considerations and is in keeping
with the finding that the applicant cannot benefit from his own previous wrongdoing in damaging
and felling trees without permission.

Anderson Strathern LLP is a Limited Liability Partnership registered in Scotland with Partnership No. SO301485. Registered office: 1 Rutland Court, Edinburgh EH3 8EY.
Partner denotes a member of, and all business is transacted for and on behalf of, Anderson Strathern LLP. A list of members names is open to inspection at each of our offices.
A member of the Association of European Lawyers with representative offices throughout Europe.

Development Plan Policy Context
Given the importance of the development plan policy to the Application, it is helpful to set out the
relevant wording. Policy Env 12 provides that:“Development will not be permitted if likely to have a damaging impact on a tree
protected by a Tree Preservation Order or on any other tree or woodland worthy of
retention unless necessary for good arboricultural reasons. Where such permission is
granted, replacement planting of appropriate species and numbers will be required
to offset the loss to amenity.”
The explanatory text for this policy is also relevant in understanding its meaning and true purpose:
“186 that This policy recognises the important contribution made by trees to character, biodiversity,
amenity and green networks. In assessing proposals affecting trees, the
Council will consider their value, taking into account current Scottish Government
guidance – presently contained in its Policy on Control of Woodland Removal and UK
Forest Standard – and their status such as Tree Preservation Order, heritage tree, Ancient
Woodland and Millennium Woodland, along with information from tree surveys.
187 Where necessary to protect trees, the Council will use its powers to make and
enforce Tree Preservation Orders.”
The terms of this Policy are clear cut. It has been promoted and adopted by the Council as planning
authority in recognition of the contribution that the trees make to the character, biodiversity,
amenity and green networks. Prior to unauthorised felling, the trees protected by the TPO were
making a significant contribution to the character and amenity of the area. In serving the Tree
Replacement Notice the Council were seeking to address the damage done by the Applicant through
unauthorised tree felling and restore the character and amenity of the area to the standard it was
prior to felling.
Policy ENV 12 clearly applies to trees planted under the Tree Replanting Notice and the Council
Officer was correct to assess the impacts of the proposed development on these trees as they grow
to maturity.
Evidence that the Proposed Development is likely to have a damaging impact on a tree or trees
protected by the TPO.
Policy Env 12 requires an application to be refused where it is likely to damage protected trees.
There is clear evidence that the proposed development is likely to have a damaging impact on the
protected trees. The evidence is:

1.

Expert Report of Julian Morris of Professional Tree Services1
We attach in the paper apart, an expert report by Julian Morris which identifies fundamental
flaws in the Applicant’s tree Report and concludes that the proposed development will
damage the trees protected by the TPO including those trees replanted under the Tree
Replanting Notice. We adopt this report in its entirety. We are in full agreement with his
conclusion that:
“In my professional opinion I believe that the Council were fully justified in concluding that the
location of the proposed extension would adversely impact on the long-term growth of the
replacement trees planted pursuant to the Tree Replacement Notice and would undermine the
long-term purpose of the TPO to protect the amenity of the area. In addition, the inadequacies
of the tree report mean that the trees have not been correctly assessed or protected.”

2.

Common Sense with reference to the image of the woodland when mature.
Below is a picture from Google images taken before the Applicant damaged and felled 13 of
the protected trees in the woodland. It also evidences how the site should look again if the
trees are allowed to reach maturity.

This clearly evidences that a development of the size proposed cannot sit in the woodland
without inevitable damage to the trees protected by the TPO. There is plainly not enough
space.
3.

The Applicant’s own reports to the Council
The Applicant has for many years been applying, unsuccessfully, initially to build a new house
and thereafter to build a large extension on the TPO site. In one of the applications
referenced in the current application2, it was stated by the Applicant’s own architect that:

1
2

Dated 10 October 2022
20/03559/FUL

“It is acknowledged that most of the recently planted trees will be required to be re-positioned,
not only to allow for future growth of the trees above ground but also to mitigate below
ground damage to the new extension structure as a result of incremental root and stem
growth.”3
Just because the acknowledgement is not repeated in the current application, does not mean
that the facts acknowledged are no longer true. This is a candid and fair acknowledgment that
most of the replanted trees will be damaged both above ground and below ground. Whilst
the current application is slightly different in design, the important facts about tree damage
and need for growth remain unchanged.
4.

The Applicant’s own appeal to the Scottish Ministers
Eleven of the trees subject to the TPO were damaged by the Applicant such that Council
required to provide permission to fell them – but specifically required that replacement trees
be replanted. When the Applicant failed or refused to replant, he was subject to a Tree
Replacement Notice requiring that all 11 trees were replanted, as well as a further 2 trees
which he had felled without permission. The Applicant appealed that Tree Replacement
Notice to the Scottish Ministers.
The whole basis of that appeal was that the entire site subject to the TPO was too small to
accommodate 13 replacement trees without damage to the current listed building. It is
absurd now for the Applicant to suggest that the site is large enough to support the 13 trees
which were ultimately replanted (some of which required to be replanted by the Council) – as
well as the very considerable proposed development.
The Applicant’s own expert arborologist4 also produced a report stating that BS5837:2012
does “not readily support tree planning on this plot”. They go on to say that:
“It is unlikely that any tree species that meets the criteria of the NHBC guidance will reach a
mature stature that even begins to resemble that afforded by the trees that were removed.
Furthermore any new planting are likely to give rise to a similar situation where there is a very
real potential for structural damage to the existing adjacent structure leading to requests in
the future for tree removal or modification through pruning.”
It is not tenable now to suggest that these statements of the Applicant’s own expert can be
compatible with the conclusion that the large proposed development can be built on the same
plot without damage to the protected trees.

The Applicant’s Evidence that the Trees will be Protected
The Applicant relies on only one piece of evidence that the proposed development will protect the
trees subject to the TPO. This is the Hinshellwood report. Yet astonishingly, Hinshellwood expressly
states that he was not aware of the existence of the TPO. Not knowing of the TPO, unsurprisingly,
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Paragraphs 5.22 and 5.23
Arboretum International report dated 23 February 2016

the report makes no assessment of the impact of the proposed development on all the trees subject
to the TPO.
Fundamentally, the tree expert instructed by the Applicant was not made aware that the 13 Trees
which were replanted under the Tree Replanting Notice are statutorily protected under the TPO and
therefore no assessment has been undertaken.
Little or no weight can therefore be placed on the Hinshellwood report and we invite the LRB to
accept the position of the Council Officer and that of Mr Morris both of whom were aware of the
TPO and the trees having been replanted under a Tree Replacement Notice – and both of whom
concluded that proposed development would be likely to damage those protected trees.
Other Planning Policy
The Applicant in part bases his case on Scottish Planning Policy (“SPP”) and Edinburgh Design
Guidance (2020).
The Applicant or his agent appears to have misunderstood SPP and Scottish Ministers’ approach to
the policy protection given to important trees. One of the policy principles of SPP states:”Policy Principles
“194. The planning system should:
“protect and enhance ancient semi-natural woodland as an important and irreplaceable resource,
together with other native or long-established woods, hedgerows and individual trees with high
nature conservation or landscape value”
Edinburgh Design Guidance (2020)“Woodland 216. Ancient semi-natural woodland is an irreplaceable resource and, along with other
woodlands, hedgerows and individual trees, especially veteran trees of high nature conservation and
landscape value, should be protected from adverse impacts resulting from development.
Tree Preservation Orders can be used to protect individual trees and groups of trees considered
important for amenity or their cultural or historic interest.”
The Application and the proposed development runs counter to this policy and guidance.
Surprisingly the Applicant’s agent refers to this to buttress his arguments in favour of the proposed
development. This policy/guidance document adopted by the Council for development
management purposes provides particular protection for important trees across many paragraphs.
At chapter 3.5 it states
“Trees and woodlands are important for the quality and character of the landscape, the townscape,
biodiversity, cultural heritage, ecosystem services and our sense of well-being. Protection of trees and
woodland within new development can give a sense of maturity and raise the overall quality of the
setting of buildings whilst contributing to green/blue networks.
Where trees are damaged and then decline or where inappropriate design leads to conflict, these
positive benefits are lost.”

Despite the design merits that the Applicant and his agent apparently see in the proposed
development it is contrary to Edinburgh Design Guidance (2020) as it does not protect the trees
subject to the TPO.
Should the Applicant now benefit from having previously damaged and felled protected trees
without permission?
The Applicant has previously:

Damaged trees subject to the TPO which resulted in eleven previously healthy, mature trees
requiring felling and felled two further healthy mature trees which were subject to the TPO
without any authority. All the felled trees were in the way of the area on which he wished to
build either a new house or a large extension.



Failed to replant felled trees, even when served with a Tree Replacement Notice compelling
that he do so.



Appealed the Tree Replacement Notice to the Scottish Ministers. The appointed Reporter
rejected his appeal;



Continued to fail to replant trees, resulting in the Council having to arrange directly the
required replanting on the TPO site;



Disingenuously instructed a tree expert to issue a report for the purpose of this Planning
Application (being one of a number of different experts over a series of withdrawn or refused
applications) without notifying the expert that a TPO was in existence, nor highlighting that
the 13 trees had been replanted subject to the Tree Replacement Notice.



Failed to lodge the tree expert report in the original planning application prior to the last date
for Oppositions to the Application – meaning that the opposing parties (including our Clients)
had no opportunity to comment on it and indeed the first sight our Clients had of this
document was when the Application for a Review was notified.

For the avoidance of doubt, if a tree protected by a TPO and is felled, then a replacement tree is
planted in its stead pursuant to a Tree Replacement Notice, the replacement tree is afforded the
exact same protection as the original tree. Otherwise TPOs would serve no purpose at all. Thus, in
this case, the replacement trees must and do enjoy the exact same protection as the trees which
they replaced.
The Applicant has acted in a manner which shows a contempt for the protections which a TPO is
intended to provide. Had he not carried out these unlawful acts, the site would still be covered in
the mature healthy trees seen in the Google image above. There would be no argument that a
development of the size proposed could be built there whilst respecting the TPO. The applicant
should not be permitted to rely on his own unlawful damage to and felling of protected trees and
duplicitous conduct to claim now that the trees are young and therefore not worthy of protection.
If the LRB were to endorse this approach, it would be tantamount to accepting that any TPO can be
circumvented simply by unlawfully damaging and felling trees, then instructing an expert not to
consider the trees or the TPO to justify building on a protected site.

This is the Paper Apart referred to in the letter dated 11 October 2022 issued by Anderson Strathern.
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Dear Sir, and to whom it may concern
TREES AT AVENUE VILLAS, EDINBURGH
I refer to your request for observations on the likely effect of proposed development of an
extension to the property at 1 Avenue Villas on trees within the curtilage of the property.
I set out my qualifications and experience in an undernote to this letter.
The proposed development would comprise a basement and ground floor wrap-around at the
south west corner of the building. It was the subject of detailed planning application
22/02322/FUL which I am advised has been refused and is subject to appeal to the City of
Edinburgh Council’s Local Review Body. The Council’s reason for refusal given was that
“The proposal is contrary to the [City of Edinburgh Council] Local Development Plan Policy
Env 12 in respect of Trees, as the location of the extension would impact on the long-term
growth of replacement trees.”
In my professional opinion I believe that the Council were fully justified in concluding that the
location of the proposed extension would adversely impact on the long-term growth of the
replacement trees planted pursuant to the Tree Replacement Notice and would undermine
the long-term purpose of the TPO to protect the amenity of the area. In addition, the
inadequacies of the tree report mean that the trees have not been correctly assessed or
protected.

The appeal
The Statement of Appeal by Cundall for the applicant contends that “… the Reason for
Refusal is unreasonable, not substantiated by planning policy and that the application
already allows for full tree protection on the site.” It adds later that “The issue of difference
therefore revolves around the protection of a group of very young TPO Trees and whether
they are adequately protected by the proposed works.” The agent supposes that an
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arboricultural report (“the Hinshelwood report”) submitted with the application demonstrates
no adverse impact on the trees by the development.

The context
The site includes relatively young trees planted recently as replacements for protected (Tree
Preservation Order) trees which I am told had been damaged by the site owner and had then
been removed with the permission of the Council on condition that replacements were
provided. It follows that the replacement trees are now protected by the Order.
Also as I understand it, the site owner then appealed against the replanting condition on the
basis that “the species and size of trees cannot be delivered due to the significant
engineering costs involved to protect both the future trees and existing structures…” The
application was refused.
Because the site onwer would not plant the replacement trees, the Council served a Tree
Replacement Notice, against which the owner appealed. In dismissing the appeal the
Reporter appointed by the Scottish Ministers concluded that “there is adequate space to
accommodate the number of trees specified on the enforcement notice and the choice of
species is appropriate to remedy the harm to amenity.”
I have visited the location in early October 2022 and (without permission to go on the site) I
have observed the existing trees from surrounding positions.
My key sources of information are the Tree Preservation Order (2006) (“TPO”) covering the
garden area, the committee report gaining approval to confirm the Order, a Design
Statement by David Blaikie Architects supporting the application and a tree survey report (the
Hinshelwood report) in May 2022 by Hinshelwood Arboricultural Consultants. I have also
seen Google Streetview and aerial pictures of the site before and after the removal of trees
several years ago. Finally I have a copy of the Report of Handling by the Council officials
which recommended refusal of the planning application.

The trees
The TPO lists one individual Sycamore (which is far from the development proposal and is
not affected) and a group of 17 birch, 1 beech, 1 sycamore, 1 lime and 1 laburnum. The plan
annexed to the TPO shows the group covering all of the west garden area. Aerial
photographs and Streetview photographs from several years ago show continuous canopy
cover across the whole west garden area.
Of these, the north half have subsequently been removed. Following a Tree Replacement
Notice by the Council these have been replaced a few years ago. Although exact sizes and
positions are not known, the position of the trees is fairly represented in the planning
application plans.
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The Hinshelwood report
The Hinshelwood report states variously that it is a record of the trees present and the
constraints they would present to any development, and then that it is an Arboricultural
Impact Assessment assessing the effect of the specific design on the trees and
recommending protection measures. All these aspects are clearly defined in the relevant
British Standard BS5837 which is considered industry best practice and is used throughout
the UK to assess the tree aspects of planning application.
The report records only 6 trees that needed to be assessed in terms of proximity to the
proposed development. It specifically says that no check was done for Conservation Area or
TPO designations. It suggests that it is essential that the Council be contacted about any
development-associated tree works not being approved by a planning permission.
I think it reasonable to say that had the consultant known of the TPO he would have made
mention of the potential implications, and this might have resulted in the trees being properly
recorded, assessed and protected. However, as it stands they have not been. Even so, to
comply with BS5837 the survey should have recorded and assessed all trees on the
application site and on surrounding land. The Council’s current policy is that all trees on and
within 15 metres of any planning application site should be recorded and assessed.
The following aspects of the Hinshelwood report are noted –
a. No TPO check was undertaken
b. There is no record of the smaller TPO’d replacement trees. Accordingly no protection
(against, in particular, damage from construction activity) for these is mentioned.
c. Several birch are recorded which by virtue of size and age class are presumably
some of the originally TPO’d trees.
d. Of these, 2 are close to the development, numbered 5755 and 5756.
e. Their mapping position is based on a topographic survey provided by the architect,
and I have no reason to suppose that this is wrong.
f.

The two trees are birch and are recorded as Mature and having stem diameters of
280-300mm and heights of 10m. No defects are recorded.

g. They have been categorised as Category C, with a life expectancy of “10+ years”.
h. Unfortunately “10+” is not a classification that is recognised in BS5837, and so it is
not known what life expectancy was assessed. The available choices are <10, 10-20,
20-40 or 40+ years.
i.

Based on my recent observations, in my opinion these trees have an Estimated
Remaining Contribution of 20-40 years and a categorisation of Category B. However,
as the categorisation as C has not been used to propose or justify removal of the
trees, this may be of little consequence.
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j.

The development would extend into the root protection area of one tree by a distance
of about 0.6m, bringing the building within 0.5m of the current crown spread. No
allowance has been made for inevitable construction access around the proposed
building for foundations, vehicles, scaffolding etc.

k. The report estimates an encroachment into the Root Protection Area of 8%. The
report erroneously states that BS5837 allows up to 20% encroachment, it certainly
does not.
l.

BS5837 is clear that an Arboricultural Impact Assessment should include a Tree
Protection Plan clearly showing Construction Exclusion Zones.

m. The report states that it includes a Tree Protection Plan showing Construction
Exclusion Zones, but I see no such plan. If such a plan exists, it presumably would
offset the Construction Exclusion Zone a practical distance from the face of the
proposed building, meaning further encroachment into the Root protection Areas.

The Design Statement
This mentions trees only insofar as mentioning that the building will be cantilevered over tree
roots. However, since this would deprive the roots of any further rainfall, any roots under the
cantilever would die. The effect of the development must therefore be assessed with regard
to the building perimeter, plus any practical working width and all access routes and
contractor’s working areas.

The replacement trees
I do not have any information as to their size, but the Council and the appellant’s agent noted
them to be birch and rowan. The various plans indicate the position of some small trees
within the garden and, based on my recent visit, these are the replacement trees.
Various sources exist as to mature tree sizes. For example Hillier Trees, one of the UK’s
leading tree suppliers, has published figures for mature height of many tree species. Birch
height will be 15 to 20m, Rowan will be 10 to 15m.
Spon’s guide 1995 (Gruffydd) indicates appropriate spacings of 7 metres, which accords with
my own experience of mature birch and rowan spreads of c. 5-6 metres radius.
I have no definitive list of mature stem diameters, but I regularly see mature Birch and
Rowan at diameters of 400mm.

Future growth
To assess the future rooting requirements of the trees, an important distinction needs to be
made between Root Protection Areas (defined as “the minimum area around a tree deemed
to contain sufficient roots and rooting volume to maintain the tree’s viability”) and the larger
rooting area which also contains smaller roots gathering water and nutrients for future
growth. The Root Protection Area is based on current size, but to assess the future
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requirements of a tree to allow it to reach viable maturity it is appropriate to use not just the
forecast RPA of the mature stem size but also the full mature rooting area.
In Trees, Their Natural History (Thomas 2009) it is stated that “In temperate trees the total
spread away from the trunk is usually 2-3 times the radius of the canopy”. In Tree Roots in
the Built Environment (Roberts et al 2006) it is said that “the horizontal extent of tree roots
substantially exceeds the perimeter or ‘dripline’ of the crown.”
Taking all these factors into account and applying the assumed mature size dimensions, a
freestanding replacement tree can be expected to require a rooting area radius of around 12
metres each. The equivalent circle area would be 450m2 per tree.
Growing in fairly close proximity they can expect through natural competition to grow to their
full height potential. In most cases their crowns can be expected to coalesce, as had been
the case with the trees on site prior to 2016. It appears inevitable that the rooting areas will
also coalesce and the trees will compete for underground resources. The core Root
Protection Area and individual crown area of each tree of 80m2 is required for viable mature
size.
It can be foreseen that at least the 3 nearest trees will extend their core Root Protection Area
and much larger rooting area eastwards into the area where the extension is proposed. It can
also be expected that the crowns of those trees will occupy the airspace where the extension
is proposed.
If the extension was built soon, the immediate impact on the trees would be negligible
(subject to adequate physical protection during construction), but within a decade the roots of
the trees would reach the extension area. From that time forward the roots would be
deflected into the rooting area of other trees. This would reduce the rate of growth of the
trees because the trees would be competing for less resources.
The trees would also by this stage be touching the buildings with their branches, and there
would be considerable pressure from occupants (for daylighting and views) to reduce or
remove them.

Conclusions
Based on the assumptions I have had to make, I find that the Hinshelwood report does not
show any tree protection and relies on an erroneous understanding of the British Standard to
sanction a significant encroachment into the root protection area of at least one TPOd trees.
Allowing for working widths around the proposed buildings, the encroachment would in reality
be much greater.
Through the exclusion of rainwater, the architect’s proposal to cantilever the building to
protect roots will not have the desired effect. It is also foreseeable that the tree crowns will
grow to be close to or touching the building, leading to pressure for removal or reduction.
Despite the Cundall statement, no protection is proposed for the TPOd replacement trees.
Through competition for growing resources in the reduced garden area, the extension will
inevitably restrict the growth of the TPOd replacement trees and create significant pressure
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A wide range of recent and current clients include for several Scottish local authorities and
Housing Associations, public bodies, national and local housebuilders, architects, planning
consultants, developers, churches and private individuals. I undertake about 100 surveys
and reports evey year for public and private clients on trees in relation to development. As a
former land surveyor and chartered surveyor (MRICS) I have a wealth of experience in land
and building surveys, property law, valuation of properties including trees, and practical and
theoretical aspects of property development work. Publications include on tree daylighting
and tree valuation. I act as an expert and forensic witness.
As an Associate member of the Institute of Chartered Foresters I am bound by its Code of
Conduct. I am a member of the Arboricultural Association I am bound by its Code of
Professional Conduct.

RECENT MAIN CLIENT LIST (2019-2022)
Avant homes, Barratt Homes, Bellway, Balfour Beatty Homes, Westpoint, Miller (East), Miller
(West), Dawn Homes, Persimmon Homes, South Lanarkshire Council, Falkirk Council, City
of Edinburgh Council, Dundee City Council, Loch Lomond and Trossachs National Park,
Argyll and Bute Council, Perth & Kinross Council, Southside Housing Association, McTaggart
Construction, Abbey Construction, Advance Construction, Harrison Developments, Geddes
Consulting, Gavia Environmental, Brindley Associates, Alan Motion Tree Consulting, Langton
Tree Specialists, Donald Rodger Associates, EMA Architects, Smith Scott Mullan, DTA
Architects, Fouin and Bell, Scottish Wildlife Trust, Polmont Green Action Trust, Crown
Estates, Drummond Estates, Woolgar Hunter, Scottish Enterprise, West Lothian Council,
Barton Willmore, Ross & Liddell, James Gibb, Lorimer & Stevenson, Robertson Living, Swan
Group, Vanguard Health Care, Bidwells, Rankin Fraser, Story Contracting, Wood Leisure,
ECDA Architects, Thomas & Adamson, Vanguard Health Care, C-URB Property
Maintenance, Edinburgh Construction, Link Housing Association, Taylor Wimpey, Stantec,
Kier Construction, Renfrewshire Council, Ironside Farrar
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2.

3DUW $SDUW
“Protection of Trees Policy Env 12 - Trees
Development will not be permitted if likely to have a damaging impact on a tree or trees protected
by a Tree Preservation Order or other trees worthy of retention on or around a proposed
development site, unless necessary for good arboricultural reasons. Where such consent is
granted, replacement planting will be required to offset the loss to amenity.
The Council has placed Tree Preservation Orders on a large number of trees where they make a
positive contribution to the character of the urban or rural environment, particularly where trees are
threatened by development proposals.”

3.

be harmed during a construction process of this scale or materially impact their
growth. Given that a significant loss to the natural tree group on the site has already
been undertaken with the damage to and then removal of some of the previous
trees without permission we are concerned that the building works will be very close
to the re-planted trees on the plans especially as a vast basement is proposed. It is
clear from the Google map image that there is simply not enough room to
accommodate the protected trees and the proposed development on the site. We
understand that the TPO is intended to protect the trees from damage. Clearly to
allow the proposed development to proceed will result in damage to some of the
protected trees (if not all).
•

Foundations – as the proposed works include large basement adjoining a listed
building careful judgement is needed to ensure that construction works do not affect
the existing buildings of the neighbouring properties. Could earthworks affect the
structure of the existing building and the neighbouring properties? Again, we have
seen nothing in the application to provide us with any comfort that structural
damage is not a risk.

•

The applicant has already failed to comply with a planning condition attached to a
previous listed building consent concerning the creation of a new entry. In particular,
the failure to comply with planning condition to put a sliding gate in place.

•

In the previous Planning Application, we were told that an Arboriculture Impact
Assessment and Tree Survey would be provided whilst I appreciate that it is not
uncommon for additional surveys to be uploaded during the consultation process
this report did not arrive in time. The first time we received sight of this report was
when we were notified that the appeal had been made. Having now read the report,
it is clear that it does not consider all the trees which are protected by the TPO

•

The applicant has previously caused damage to the protected trees and failed to
comply with an order to replant them. We don’t think it is fair to allow the applicant
to benefit from these wrongs in his current application.

For all of the above reasons, we consider that the original refusal of the proposed
development should be upheld.
Yours faithfully
Anne Hally & Derek Peacock

